Chicago
Burgundy and
Crimson with
White Overtones

“

“GenStone is SOOOO cool! I’m not sure why I waited so long to buy
it. So easy to install and the finished product is -- WOW. I wanted to
add some pizazz to my basement bar and went with the exposed brick
look (Chicago). I had the boxes sitting in my basement for a month or
so. When COVID hit I figured it was the perfect time to knock out some
home projects. The outcome blew my mind. Here are the project pics
below. Highly recommended. This stuff is worth its wait in gold.”
—Sean, Castle Rock, CO

“

“Took a bit of searching to find a product that would reasonably match
original brick on home for detached garage,most was antique or
heavily tumbled.
This brick worked perfectly to help style the detached garage to fit
the home.
Amazingly easy to install, used an 80 tooth blade on table saw to
make the cuts nice and
precise. Only issue was with the shipper who damaged items twice.
But the company dealt with it quickly and professionally.”
—AClive, Johnstown, ON

“

“I was extremely satisfied with the GenStone experience. We looked
at a number of other products, however it was the overall look and
ease of application that sold us. Our friends and family have only
confirmed the “WOW” factor we hoped for. We are thrilled with the
new look and are happy to give our full endorsement of GenStone.”
—Laura, Oklahoma

Chicago Color
Profile Inspiration
Full of style and American
architecture, the city of Chicago
was the source of inspiration
for this popular GenStone faux
brick panel design. Take one
stroll down busy Michigan
avenue and see several proud
skyscrapers, covered with the

CHICAGO BRICK SYSTEM
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grit of commerce and history yet
stoic and beautiful at the same
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time. The likely overcast clouds
above add a steamy charm to
the windy city below.
The Chicago faux stone
panel design features a deep
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burgundy, crimson base,
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darkened with varying grays and
contrasting white highlights.
Chicago adds a hint of urban
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nobility to your project that
allows it to pair with almost any
other design element. Order
your sample today and try
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Chicago on your next project.
Try out our visualizer to see if
Chicago is the best color choice

1. Half Panel

4. Corner (Outside & Inside)

for your next project!

2. Full Panel

5. Ledger

3. Corner Ledger (Outside & Inside)

6. Trim

genstone.com/imagine-brick

NEED HELP? WE’RE LISTENING!
COLOR SELECTION • PERSONALIZED QUOTE • INSTALL
Connect with a GenStone Project Coordinator and find answers to all of
your questions. From choosing the right color for your project to how
much GenStone you need and how to install it, our team is available to
you on demand and at no additional cost.
Request a Project SOS here or give us a call 24/7 at 1-855-397-1294 for
help with your project.

